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Note: Documentation including tutorials are maintained in a joint project by Nanomatch and KIT. We are happy to
receive your questions or comments at info@nanomatch.de or simstack@int.kit.edu

Fig. 1: The SimStack workflow framework is based on a client-server concept connected via SSH command.
Understanding the nature of the materials from a computation simulation perspective evolves fields that bring together
knowledge from physics, materials science, chemistry, mechanical engineering, mathematics, and computer science.
While new simulation methods are time-consuming and require in-depth knowledge about the physical/chemical ideas,
a few key parameters typically suffice to transfer an established protocol from pre-existing code with a given method
to a slightly different problem. However, this transfer is often not accounted for during the development phase. The
SimStack workflow framework handles this drawback by enhancing the reusability, reproducibility, flexibility, and
transferability of simulation protocols. Those advantages reduce the time-consuming to setup an old or new workflow
hiding the complexity of high-performance computing (HPC) resources, enabling users to perform rapid prototyping
complex multiscale workflows for materials design into their scientific simulation solutions.
This documentation will demonstrate how to apply the SimStack features in a predefined set of WaNos to construct
simple workflows to illustrate the reusability, reproducibility, transferability, and flexibility concepts within the workflow philosophy.
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INSTALLATION CONFIGURATION

CHAPTER

ONE

CLIENT INSTALLATION

1.1 Downloading the SimStack client
For Linux and Windows systems, the latest version of the SimStack client is available here. The client version installs
itself and all dependencies during the first launch. After extracting the .tar.gz or .zip files from the downloaded
archive, move it to your local filesystem, and run the proper commands according to your operating system.
The client version requires passwordless via ssh access to communicate with the HPC. If you do not have passwordless
via ssh access to the HPC resources already preconfigured, you need to generate a ssh keypair and transfer it to
your authorized_keys file of your user account on the available HPC resource. You achieve this with two simple
commands, as shown below.
Warning: Please run the below commands on the same local machine, where the SimStack client will be installed.

1.2 Installation on Linux
If you don’t have the ssh keys, use the steps below to generate them.
• ssh key generation, just press enter for the passphrase option.
ssh-keygen -t rsa
• The ssh-key command above generated two keys in the ~/.ssh directory. Now you have to copy the key to your
user account in one of the available HPC resources.
id_rsa
id_rsa.pub
• Please choose the HPC where you want to have passwordless access.
ssh-copy-id user@int.bionano.int.kit.edu
ssh-copy-id user@int-nano.int.kit.edu
• Test the connectivity of your passwordless ssh by running one of the commands below in the Powershell prompt.
ssh user@int-nano.int.kit.edu
ssh user@int.bionano.int.kit.edu
• After completing, the above steps runs the below commands.
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cd simstack_linux
./run_simstack.sh

1.3 Installation on Windows
If you don’t have the ssh keys, use the steps below to generate them.
• Make sure that the ssh is enabled on your Windows system.
• Check if Powershell is installed on your Windows system, if not you can install it from the Microsoft Store.
• To generate a public/private rsa key pair on Windows, open the Powershell prompt run the below command,
and just press enter for the passphrase option.
ssh-keygen
• To copy the ssh key to your user account on the HPC resource, choose and run one of the commands below in
the Powershell prompt. Literally copy the command changing only the user.
type $env:USERPROFILE\.ssh\id_rsa.pub | ssh user@int-nano.int.kit.edu "cat >
˓→> .ssh/authorized_keys"
type $env:USERPROFILE\.ssh\id_rsa.pub | ssh user@int.bionano.int.kit.edu
˓→"cat >> .ssh/authorized_keys"
• After completing, the above steps, double click on run-simstack and be happy.
Testing the connectivity
You can test the connectivity of your passwordless ssh in both systems by running one of the commands below. You
successfully transferred the key if you establish the ssh connectivity to your HPC without entering your user password.
ssh user@int-nano.int.kit.edu
ssh user@int.bionano.int.kit.edu

Warning: The HPC resource considered here for this tutorial are the int-nano (first line) and bionano (second
line) clusters. Please note that you must replace the user with your user account characters in the above lines, and
here we are considering that you named your public ssh key as id_rsa.pub located in the .ssh\ directory. This
website has a detailed explanation of how to generate ssh keys on Windows and copy it to your HPC resource.

1.4 Simstack Server Configuration
• Setup the server by opening the configuration menu: Configuration -> Servers
You must replace the characters xxxxxx with your proper setup as highlighted in the figure above, and don’t forget to
load (SSH Private Key) your ssh key.
• Registry Name: accepts any name.
• Base URI: can accepts any HPC IP, but here we will limit ourselves with one of the below options.
– int-bionano.int.kit.edu
– int-nano.int.kit.edu
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• Username: enter with the user account according to your available HPC resource.
• If ssh key is setup correctly, you should now be able to connect by clicking the Connect button at the top right
of SimStack. The green button means you successfully connect to the server.

Warning: If you get an error message during your try, double-check the field on the server setup.

1.5 Simstack Overview
Using the SimStack client (picture above), simulation workflows are constructed by dragging and dropping various
(already incorporated modules) from the window on the left side area (Available WaNos) into the Workflow canvas
area. Double click each module to modify module-specific parameters (see input file field) and allocate resources
in the Requested computational resources field for each module. To save and reuse your workflow lately, press `
Crtl+S` or `File -> Save`. It will then appear in the left panel Saved Workflows and can be re-loaded by doubleclicking. To submit your workflow, connect to the computational resource (the connect button as shown in the last
figure of Simstack Server Configuration section) and click `Run -> Run` on the menu bar, or `Crtl + r`. All
required input files are uploaded automatically to the HPC resource, and workflow modules may run serially or in
parallel, depending on if your workflow uses or not some of the Loop controls features. As shown in the figure above,
the SimStack client will display a yellow folder while be running. When successfully finished, the client will exhibit
a green folder, and you will be able to retrieve all the relevant data from your simulations. If the simulation presents a
computational issue during the execution, SimStack returns a red folder, which we can be inspected to fix the problem.
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Fig. 1: SimStack’s basic graphical user interface elements.

1.5. Simstack Overview
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CHAPTER

TWO

SERVER INSTALLATION

2.1 Installing the SimStack server
SimStackServer requires a Linux system and will automatically download a MiniForge installation on first execution.
Installation does not require admin rights on the server machine and can be on the same machine as the one running the
client. Download the archive called DATE-simstack-server-environment.tar.gz and transfer them to the HPC
machine.
Choose a folder and extract the file:
tar xpf *-simstack-server-environment.tar.gz
realpath nanomatch/
Note down the path of the final realpath command. You will need to insert this into the client, when
configuring.
• If you want to use the embedded MiniForge interpreter (recommended), enter the Nanomatch/V6 directory
and execute the file postinstall.sh.
• If you want to use your own MiniForge interpreter, make sure conda and mamba are in your path and run
cd nanomatch/V6
mamba env create -f simstack_server_environment.yml
This will create a new environment called simstack_server_v6 in your MiniForge install. Afterwards generate a file called nanomatch/V6/simstack_conda_userenv.sh with the following contents:
# Change the path in the next folder to your anaconda installation.
source /path/to/your/anaconda/etc/profile.d/conda.sh
Once this is finished, continue with the client setup. If you are testing and do not have a working queueing system
installed, choose Internal as queueing system. If you are running on a HPC machine, install an appropriate queueing
system, e.g. Slurm, and select this in the client.
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CHAPTER

THREE

THE MOTION OF A GOLF BALL

Usually, people, especially students, have issues with the concept that gravity is the only force acting upon an upwardmoving projectile. Of course, gravity here refers to Newton’s theory). Their conception of motion prompts them to
think that if an object moves in a given direction, there must be a force in that direction, e.g., if a particle moves upward
and rightward, there must be both an upward and rightward force. Probably, they believe it is due to their intuition
based on their daily lives, where the air resistance, often termed drag, might not be negligible. This tutorial shows the
usage of the SimStack features to understand the importance of the air resistance effect on projectile motion.
Naturally, adding the drag force in the equations for a projectile motion is not complicated, but solving them analytically
for position and velocity as functions of time can get tricky. Fortunately, it is relatively easy to make precise and accurate
numerical solutions using Python’s Scipy library.
This project aims to show how the Projectile motion experienced by a Golf ball with mass 𝑀 (𝑘𝑔) and radius 𝑟(𝑚)
projected near the Earth’s surface moves along a curved path under the action of gravity, 𝑔 = 9.81(𝑚/𝑠2 ) when the
effects of air-resistance and lift are assumed or neglected. Beyond the physics problems we aim to solve, we also want
to highlight the loop control features of SimStack. With these features, we will submit several workflows with different
setups for a given simulation protocol, which might be computed in parallel using the ForEach loop control and thus
get the desired physical properties.
This tutorial demonstrates step-by-step through the Motion of a Golf ball project how to run and build simple and
complex workflows. With these examples, we will learn how to iterate over parameter ranges using the ForEach loop
control. Additionally, we explain how workflows may be branched via If loop control.
Important: Please download all the WaNos for this project here.

3.1 In this workflow, we will be able to:
• Understanding the connection of acceleration due to gravity, range, maximum height, and trajectory properties
of a projectile motion.
• Determine the velocity of a particle at different points in its trajectory.
• Apply the principle of independence of motion to solve projectile motion problems when the effects of air resistance are assumed or neglected.
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3.2 Theoretical Solution
The proper way to model the projectile motion is to split it into two independent motions, i.e., horizontal (𝑥) and
vertical (𝑦). The magnitudes of the components of the velocity 𝑉 are 𝑉𝑥 = 𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) and 𝑉𝑦 = 𝑉 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃) where 𝑉 is
the magnitude of the velocity and 𝜃 is its angle direction, as depicted in Fig 1. Gravity, air resistance, and rotation (lift)
affect a golf ball’s trajectory. We illustrate the forces acting on the ball on the right of Fig 2. This project will explore
the following four scenarios: a smooth ball, smooth ball + drag, golf ball + drag, and golf ball + drag + lift.

Fig 1 The split of a projectile motion into two independent one-dimensional motions along the vertical and horizontal
axes. The horizontal range 𝑑 ( the blue line) is maximum distance traveled on the 𝑥 coordinate when it returns to its
initial height (𝑦 = 0).
• 2D General Equations
𝐹𝑥 = −𝐹𝑥𝑑 + 𝐹𝑥𝑙
𝐹𝑦 = −𝐹𝑔 − 𝐹𝑥𝑑 + 𝐹𝑦𝑙
𝐹𝑔 is the force of gravity that acts at all times on all objects near Earth.
The drag force or air resistance 𝐹 𝑑 = 12 𝜌𝑓 𝐴𝐶𝐷 |𝑣|2 refers to forces acting opposite to the relative motion of the ball
moving concerning a surrounding fluid (air in this case). Here, 𝐶𝐷 is the drag coefficient, 𝜌 is the air density, 𝐴
represents the cross-sectional area of the ball. The drag coefficient is not constant, it decreases as velocity increases.
𝐹 𝑙 = 21 𝜌𝑓 𝐴𝐶𝐿 |𝑣|2 is the lift force stemming from the rotation of the ball (the Magnus-effect) and is normal to 𝑣. With
the given direction, the ball rotates counter-clockwise (backspin), where 𝐶𝐿 is the lift coefficient.
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3.3 Projectile-motion WaNo
The Workflow building blocks within the SimStack Workflow framework are Workflow Active Nodes (WaNos), XML
files combined with scripts defining the expected input and output. As pointed out above, we want to understand the
physics of a Projectile motion with or without resistance effects; for that, we built a WaNo as shown in Fig 2, where
only the relevant parameters are exposed.

Fig 2 On the left-hand side is depicted the Projectile-motion WaNo . Outlined in blue we expose the most relevant
physical parameters of the projectile motion problem. On the right-hand side, we depict some of the possible forces
acting on the golf ball.

3.3.1 1. Python dependencies
To get this workflow up-running on your available computational resources, have the below libraries installed on Python
3.6 or newer.
• Numpy, os, sys, csv, yaml
• scipy
• matplotlib

3.3.2 2. Inputs parameters with MultipleOf feature
Parameter
System
x0(m)
y0(m)
v0(m/s)
Mass (kg)
Angle(°)
Radius(m)
label

3.3. Projectile-motion WaNo

variable type
Boolean
Float
Float
Float
Float
Float
Float
String
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The list above displays the Projectile-motion WaNo parameters with variable types and physical units. Here, 𝑥0 and
𝑦0 are the initial positions of the projectile in the horizontal and vertical axes. 𝑣0 is the initial velocity. 𝑀 𝑎𝑠𝑠 is the
ball’s mass with a given Radius, and the label variable is a string to assign the chosen set of the variables. The System
flag adds the desired scenario, and the equations of motion are solved numerically using the solve_ip from scipy
library.
The set of the exposed parameters in this WaNo allows us to change the python script’s inputs without opening it. The
outcomes follow the numerical solutions for the projectile motion within the chosen scenario.

3.3.3 3. Outputs
This WaNo will generate ` PROJOUT.yml` and `PROJDATA.yml` files. The table below shows the keys contained in
each one, and later on, we will use these keys to inquire about their values.
PROJOUT.yml
xmax maximum range
ymax maximum height
time to target
time to highest point
Step ii label

PROJDATA.yml
𝑥 position
𝑦 position
𝑣𝑥 velocity
𝑣𝑦 velocity

3.3.4 4. Auxiliary WaNos
The Auxiliary WaNos set will be intensively used and reused in all upcoming workflows. They will be responsible
for managing the outcome data. As shown in Fig 3, Mult-It, Plot-Figures, and Table-Generator will pass a
variable at the beginning of the workflow and request the variable’s properties of a table file and plot figures.
• Mult-It creates a Float or integer list, which will pass to the Projectile-motion WaNo inside the ForEach loop
control, explained in the next step.
• The Table-Generator WaNo generates table files in a csv and yml formats for a given set of variables inquired
from a loaded file.
• The Plot-Figures WaNo will make a plot of the inquired data. This WaNo allows us to switch between
Same-graph (plot several curves in the same figure) and Subplot modes (plot each curve in a different subplot ).
Fig 3 The upper two panels exhibit the Float and Int modes available on the Mult-It WaNo . The below two panels
display the Same-graph and Subplot modes. Each mode in this WaNo allows us to inquire about the variables from
Projectile-motion and plot them.
The outputs of the WaNo Plot-Figures in Fig 3 might be Plot-Figure.png and Plot-subplot.png . Click on Fig 3 to
see more details about their inputs.

3.4 Workflow with Projectile-motion and Plot-Figures WaNos
Fig 4 The workflow above is composed of Projectile-motion``*, and* ``Plot-Figures WaNos . Step 3 shows
the figure as one of the possible outputs of this workflow.
Fig 4 shows the workflow named as Proj-motion, which compares the drag effect acting on a smooth ball.
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3.4. Workflow with Projectile-motion and Plot-Figures WaNos
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3.4.1 5. Running this Workflow
• Drag and drop the Proj-motion WaNo from the top left menu to the SimStack canvas as pointed by the blue arrow
on panel Step 1 in Fig 4.
• In this case, we set the Angle parameter to 25() for two different System scenarios (smooth ball and smooth ball
+ drag ), and we kept the other parameters as their default values.
• Repeat Step 1 for auxiliary Plot-Figures WaNo connecting it below the Proj-motion. Load the PROJOUT.yml
file field in the Input-File field, then click on the option Same-graph, the click will trigger the options to be filled.
In this case, you should set the title, labels, and variables (data), which will show up in the output figure.
• Name your workflow with Ctrl+S, and run it with Ctrl+R command.
• The Step 3 of Fig 4 shows that by choosing the Browser Directory with a double click in the green folder
(Jobs & Workflows tab) of the workflow, you will click on Plot-Figure.png and see the figure comparing the 𝑥
and 𝑦 coordinates of the smooth ball under or not of air resistance effect.

3.5 A slightly complex workflow using the ForEach feature
In this Workflow, we want to explore the scenario where the system under study has multiple initial velocities (𝑣0 )
values, and we want to investigate the dependence of maximum height 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 and time to target variables in terms of
maximum range 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥. For this example, the chosen system is golf ball + drag + lift.
Fig 5 shows the workflow, a workflow composed of four WaNos and the ForEach loop control. The black arrows refer
to the input parameters of each WaNo. The red arrow in Step 1 shows how to fill the field responsible for passing the
list of values from Mult-It WaNo to the ForEach. The red arrow in Step 3 points out the assignment of the ForEachIterator to the initial velocity (𝑣0 of each initial velocity value. The last red arrow in Step 6 indicates the tab where we
must browser to access the Plot-subplot.png figure.
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3.5.1 6. Running this Workflow
• Drag and drop the Mult-It WaNo from the top left menu to the SimStack canvas as pointed by the black arrow
on panel Step 1 in Fig 5. There are 20 different values for initial velocity in this scenario, varying from 20 to 70
(m/s).
• Drag and drop the ForEach loop control below right and insert the Projectile-motion WaNo inside it. In the
sequence, assign the ${ForEach-Iterator} according to the Step 3 of Fig 5.
• Drag and drop the Table-Generator WaNo from the top left menu to the SimStack below to ForEach loop control.
Fill up the fields of Table-Generator as shown in Step 4 of Fig 5. You should also import the files from where
the information will be extracted, in this case, PROJOUT.yml as depicted in Step 5.
• Drag and drop the Plot-Figures WaNo from the top left menu to the SimStack below to Table-Generator, click
on the option Subplot. In this case, you should set the title, labels, and variables (data), which will appear in the
output figure. Fill the fields according to Step 6 of Fig 5.
• Name your workflow with Ctrl+S, and run it with Ctrl+R command.
• The last step in Fig 5 shows that by choosing the Browser Directory with a double click in the green folder
(Jobs & Workflows tab) of the workflow, you will be able to click on Plot-subplot.png and see the subplots
comparing the dependence of maximum height ymax and time to target variables in terms of maximum range
xmax.

3.5. A slightly complex workflow using the ForEach feature
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3.6 Branched Workflows using the If feature
This part will explain preventing unphysical results using the If loop control, which branches the workflow. In the
Projectile-motion WaNo the options golf ball + drag and golf ball + drag + lift in the System field are only valid for
initial velocities 𝑣0(𝑚/𝑠) between 13.7 and 88.1𝑚/𝑠. This constraint occurs due to the dependence of the drag and
the lift coefficients, which are functions of the initial velocities and the golf ball spinning. In this case, we are keeping
the spin constant. Then only the velocity will be considered.
Fig 6 shows a branched workflow, which prevents unphysical results for a specific variable. The black arrows in both
steps point from the variable 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑣 0 value to two different scenarios inside the If loop control.
Fig 6 exhibits the outcomes from this example. The workflow left and right sides display two possible scenarios for
this case. (1) runs the workflow composed of the Projectile-motion and Plot-Figures or runs Stop WaNo, which prints
a message on the Stop-msg file.

3.6.1 7. Running this Workflow
• Drag and drop the Variable control from the bottom left menu to the SimStack canvas and setup it as shows Fig
6.
• Drag and drop the If control bottom left menu and insert on the left-hand side the workflow composed by the
Projectila-motion and Plot-Figures WaNos. Next, we make the appropriate setup for them. If this part is true, it
must generate the expected output files for each WaNo as explained in section 5.
• Drag and drop the auxiliary Stop WaNo from the bottom left menu inside the right side of the If loop control. If
this part is true, it must generate the Stop-msg file.
• Name your workflow with Ctrl+S, and running it with Ctrl+R command.
• A double click in the green folder (Jobs & Workflows tab) of the workflow will allow us to check the outputs
according to the chosen if condition.

3.7 Final Remarks
Running this project within SimStack saves time and avoids adding more code lines to our python script. For instance,
to get the figure in Step 6, we would have to add a for loop in the python script to be executed in a serial version unless
you want to make an additional effort to parallelize this task. On the other hand, SimStack promptly parallelize the
jobs by running them onto the available computational resources. If we can leverage this advantage in a simple case,
imagine how much time you can save for a more complex workflow involving different codes designed to simulate
systems on different scales.
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3.7. Final Remarks
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CHAPTER

FOUR

BEST PRACTICES FOR WANO DEVELOPMENT

• To starting a new WaNo for the first time, download one, copy it into the local repository, and modify it according
to the simulation needs. This will speed up the development process.
• The majority of the scientific packages have a considerable number of parameters, which the end-user may, in
principle, change. However, only a small subset of parameters is significant for the particular simulation protocol
for reoccurring user cases. Thus, it worth spend a bit of time to select this subset of parameters.
• In developing a new WaNo, we need to clarify what parameters we need to vary in the protocol and only include
those into the WaNo, the remaining we keep fixed in the input files. This decreases the chances of mistakes.
• Depending on the tool/case, it may be beneficial to provide several separate WaNos for one workflow. Adaptions
to the WaNo to allow more flexibility are a matter of minutes.
• Always prefer to read the inputs parameters from the rendered_wano.yml file. This will avoid overpopulating
the WaNo .xml file.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

INCORPORATING A NEW WANO

Scientific studies are often obtained by chaining the preparation and execution of multiple interoperable packages one
after the other. The scientific process requires the reproducibility of this simulation chain and the reproducibility of
the singular modules. Here we show how to incorporate a new WaNo within in SimStack framework, including its
Graphical User Interface (GUI), parameters, and execution process.

5.1 1. WaNo concept
The Workflow Active Nodes WaNo is specified in an XML file, which SimStack interprets and uses to render the
information of the node from the local machine to the HPC resources. It eases the adjustment of input parameters and
files and is displayed on the right side of the client window, as shown in the last figure of the Installation section. In
the code lines below, we highlight in yellow the five possible fields. The absence of the first one will not raise any
execution error, but the remaining are mandatory for any implemented WaNo.
1
2
3
4
5
6

<WaNoTemplate>
<WaNoMeta>
<Author>
<Name> Celso R. C. Rego </Name>
<Email>celsorego@kit.edu</Email>
</Author>

7
8
9
10

<Description>
This WaNo performs ...
</Description>

11
12
13

<Keyword>Some nice words</Keyword>
</WaNoMeta>

14
15
16
17
18

<WaNoRoot name="TemplateWaNo">
Load the input files from a given folder
Define a set of parameters
</WaNoRoot>

19
20
21
22

<WaNoExecCommand>
Run the simulation
</WaNoExecCommand>

23
24
25
26

<WaNoInputFiles>
Name of the mandatory files, e.g., scripts.
</WaNoInputFiles>
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
27
28
29
30
31

<WaNoOutputFiles>
Define the expected output files
</WaNoOutputFiles>
</WaNoTemplate>
Every element is required to have a name attribute. This name cannot contain “.” characters. Below we give an overview
of the meaning for each element inside the WaNoTemplate in the XML file above.
• WaNoMeta This field is dedicated to the developer information and describes the aims of the WaNo.
• WaNoRoot Here is where we define the set of parameters to be exposed and the inputs files of the simulation.
• WaNoExecCommand This part is a multiline string, which contains the script or program to execute, when the
WaNo starts.
• WaNoInputFiles This segment is where we name all static input files, which have to be present in the WaNo
folder.
• WaNoOutputFiles Here is where we name all the expected output files in the output directory. If not present,
your WaNo will be shown as aborted (red folder).

5.2 2. Morse potential example
In this example, we want to include a python program in a new WaNo. This script computes the Morse potential
𝑉 (𝑟) = 𝐷𝑒 [1 − 𝑒−𝑎(𝑟−𝑟𝑒 ) ]2 − 𝐷𝑒 energy of a particular diatomic molecule as a function of the intermolecular distance
(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑒 ) using Numpy. Here De is the well depth energy relative to the atoms apart from each other. a controls the
width of the potential, 𝑟𝑒 gives the minimum potential distance. This scrip loads .yml file from where it reads the
inputs to compute the Morse potential energy. Via the command line, it is executed as follows:
python/intepretor morse.py

5.2.1 2.1 Starting a new WaNo project
At this point, we want to move from the code line above to a SimStack GUI. To incorporate a new tool, first, we
create a new directory with the WaNo name (see the code lines below) in the WaNo repository directory, see Paths
configuration in Simstack Server Configuration section. The WaNo name should be unique. In our example, we name
it as MORSE-pot.
mkdir Morse-Pot
cd Morse-pot
Next, we create a Morse-pot.xml file, and this will specify the GUI elements in this WaNo. To give our new WaNo
an icon image, we may add an image Morse-pot.png directly in the WaNo folder. In such a way, the SimStack client
will automatically load this image on the node’s area. Now, we have to consider what aspect in this simulation project
we want to emphasize, which parameters should be fixed, which are adjustable. For this particular case, we make all
Morse potential parameters flexible. Still, we think of Density Functional Theory, Molecular Dynamics, or Continues
model codes, where we have many parameters, which in principle, we are allowed to change. In a scenario of codes
with a considerable number of parameters, exposing all of them in most cases is unnecessary and not recommended.
In this situation, we should focus only on the most relevant ones for the problems we want to simulate.
The python script here named morse.py accepts arguments to define the Morse potential shape and specify intermolecular distance. The outputs are written in the MOROUT.yml file. For more details, see the code lines below.
24
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1
2

import numpy as np
import sys, os, yaml

3
4
5
6
7

def Vmorse(r,De, a, re):
"""Calculate the Morse potential, V(r).
"""
return De * (1.0 - np.exp(-a*(r - re)))**2.0 - De

8
9
10

if __name__ == '__main__':

11
12
13

with open('rendered_wano.yml') as file:
wano_file = yaml.full_load(file)

14
15

decimal_points = 6 # decimal points

16
17
18
19
20

De = wano_file["De (Ry)"] #0.48 #Ry
a = wano_file["a"] #1.8
re = wano_file["re (A)"] #0.8 #Angs
r = wano_file["Mol_distance (A)"] #0.4 #Angs

21
22
23

# get morse potential energy
ymorse = Vmorse(r, De, a, re)

24
25

MOROUT = wano_file

# output file

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

MOROUT["energy"] = float(round(ymorse,decimal_points))
try:
with open("MOROUT.yml",'w') as out:
yaml.dump(MOROUT, out,default_flow_style=False)
except IOError:
print("I/O error")
To get this .py file up running and take advantage of the GUI with the chosen parameters highlighted in yellow below,
we must put the script inside the WaNoInputFile tag, lines 31-33.

1

<WaNoTemplate>

2
3
4

<WaNoMeta>
<Author>
<Name> Celso R. C. Rego </Name>
<Email>celsorego@kit.edu</Email>

5
6
7

</Author>

8
9
10
11

<Description>
This WaNo perform a plot of Morse potential for H2 molecule.
</Description>

12
13
14

<Keyword>Morse-pot</Keyword>
</WaNoMeta>

15
16

<WaNoRoot name="MORSE-pot">

17

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
18

19

20

21

<WaNoFloat name="De (Ry)" description = "The well depth (defined relative to the␣
˓→dissociated atoms)">0.48</WaNoFloat>
<WaNoFloat name="a" description = "Controls the width of the potential (the␣
˓→smaller a is, the larger the well)" >1.8</WaNoFloat>
<WaNoFloat name="re (A)" description = "The equilibrium bond distance">0.8</
˓→WaNoFloat>
<WaNoFloat name="Mol_distance (A)" description = "Distance between the atoms" >1.
˓→0</WaNoFloat>

22

</WaNoRoot>

23
24

<WaNoExecCommand>
export NANOVER=V4
source $NANOMATCH/$NANOVER/configs/simstack_kit.config
python morse.py
</WaNoExecCommand>

25
26
27
28
29
30

<WaNoInputFiles>
<WaNoInputFile logical_filename="morse.py">morse.py</WaNoInputFile>
</WaNoInputFiles>

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

<WaNoOutputFiles>
<WaNoOutputFile>MOROUT.yml</WaNoOutputFile>
</WaNoOutputFiles>
</WaNoTemplate>

Fig 1 The arrows show the correspondence between the exposed parameter set in the GUI with the .xml tags.
• The logical_filename property in line 32 maps out the input file into the file name when transferred to the SimStack server.
26
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• As mentioned above, MOROUT.yml is the expected output file of the script, and in the .xml files, it is managed
by lines 35-37
• Regarding the adjustable parameters, we add them inside the WaNoRoot tag as shown in Fig 1 and highlighted
in the .py file.
• These parameters basically set up the shape of the Morse potential. Every parameter comes with its description.

5.2. 2. Morse potential example
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CHAPTER

SIX

THE SIMSTACK TAGS AND FUNCTIONALITIES

This section presents the functionalities for the most common tags used to build the GUI displayed by the WaNos. We
also introduce the Test-WaNo example, where the tags below and report are implemented.

6.1 1. Variables: Float, Integer, and string
SimStack supports all those variables to represent numbers, strings, and logical terms.
1

2

3

4

<WaNoFloat name="var-name" force_disable = "False" description = "describe the␣
˓→meaning of your variable here">float value</WaNoFloat>
<WaNoInt name="var-name" force_disable = "False" description = "describe the␣
˓→meaning of your variable here">integer value</WaNoInt>
<WaNoString name="var-name" description = "describe the meaning of your␣
˓→variable here">string</WaNoString>
<WaNoBool name="var-name" description= "describe the meaning of your variable␣
˓→here">False</WaNoBool>

6.2 2. Drop-down list
A drop-down list is a graphical control element allowing users to choose one value from the options. Here we can use
as many options are necessary. The chosen="True" define the default value of the list.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

<WaNoDropDown name="var-name" description = "describe the meaning of your␣
˓→variable here">
<Entry id="0" chosen="True">var-option 1</Entry>
<Entry id="1">var-option 2</Entry>
<Entry id="2">var-option 3</Entry>
<Entry id="3">var-option 4</Entry>
.
.
.
<Entry id="N">var-option N</Entry>
</WaNoDropDown>
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6.3 3. DictBox
WaNoDictBox creates a dialogue box that represents a dictionary of values, and any modifications made by the end-user
are changed in the rendered_wano.yml file. Below we show a conditional dictbox, which should be available to the
end-user only when the name="var-name-Bool" be set to True.
1

2

3
4
5
6

<WaNoBool name="var-name-Bool" description= "describe the meaning of your␣
˓→variable here">False</WaNoBool>
<WaNoDictBox name="var-name" visibility_condition="%s == True" visibility_var_
˓→path="var-name-Bool">
<WaNoFloat name="var-name 1">float value</WaNoFloat>
<WaNoInt name="var-name 2">integer value</WaNoInt>
<WaNoString name="var-name 3">string</WaNoS>
</WaNoDictBox>

6.4 4. Multiple Of
The WaNoMultipleOf tag works as a dictbox too and beyond that it allows us to set up directly on the GUI as many
variables as needed.
1
2
3
4
5

<WaNoMultipleOf name="var-nanme">
<Element id="0">
<WaNoString name="string-name">String</WaNoString>
</Element>
</WaNoMultipleOf>

6.5 5. Load files
WaNoFile tag shows a box to define the path to a given selected file.
1

<WaNoFile logical_filename="logical file-name"

name="file-name"> file path </WaNoFile>

6.6 6. Generating .html reports for the WaNos
Here we show how to creates reports with .html files.
In this example (Test-WaNo) the
logical_filename="report_template.body" should be defined in the WaNoInputFile tag of Test-WaNo.xml
file as shown below.
1

<WaNoInputFile logical_filename="report_template.body">report_template.body</
˓→WaNoInputFile>
The .html code below shows the setup for the report in the Test-WaNo example.

1
2
3
4

<html>
<h1> Test-Report </h1>
<p style="color:blue;font-size:24px;">
The output of this WaNo is the figure.png file; you can download
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
5
6

it to your computer by simply clicking on it in the output folder.
</p>

7
8
9
10
11

<p style="color:blue;font-size:24px;">The inputs of this WaNo are displayed below.</p>
{% for key, value in output_dict.items() %}
<p style="color:black;font-size:20px;"> {{ key }}: {{value}}</p>
{% endfor %}

12
13
14
15

16
17

<figure>
<img src="figure.png" alt="RDFs" style="width:65%">
<figcaption> <p style="color:red;font-size:24px;">Fig1. - Example of figure.</p>
˓→figcaption>
</figure>
</html>

</

This document was generated Jul 20, 2022.

6.6. 6. Generating .html reports for the WaNos
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